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To many people, architecture and film making may have no 
correlation. However, today, "endless arguments go on 
w hether film is an art or a craft ... " (Rilla 1970, 7), much like the 
discussions surrounding architecture. Neither of these argu
ments are correct. In fact, film and architecture are both of 
these; an art form and a craft. 

Film and architecture are art forms that have the ability to 
transport the audience or users into another reality. They can 
both capture the imaginations of the people and carry them 
to places they never dreamed were possible. These are pro
cesses that take much thought and creativity to realize. Any
one can shoot a movie or design a building, but it takes an 
artistic talent to speak to the imaginations and dreams of those 
that experience the work. 

--------1~ I 



Making a movie is like building a building. "From an idea, you 
develop a series of sketches, elevation and ground plans into a 
detailed blue print. Then you build. Bricks and mortar, steel, 
glass, cement; construction engineer, brick layer, painter, 
welder - the idea is given concrete reality through a multiplicity 
of men, materials and equipment." (Rilla l 970, 7) 

This motion picture production complex will be designed 
specifically to speak to the imaginations of anyone who enters. 
Through its design, the people who work here will be able to 
fully enjoy the long hours and hard work involved in produc
ing a motion picture. 
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TH£'51'5 '5TAT£M£NT: 

f Al-ILITY D£45l.1Z-l'PTION 
AND 45l.O'P£: 

A motion picture production facility can become a gateway to 
the imaginations of film makers in the Texas motion picture in
dustry. The gateway can be opened by providing an atmo
sphere that will allow the film makers to get into the creative 
frame of mind necessary to produce high quality, imaginative 
films. 

The motion picture production complex will be designed to 
accommodate a small to medium size film company. The facil
ity will be able to handle all aspects of producing a motion 
picture: pre-production, production and post-production. It 
will include three sound stages of varying sizes, production of
fices, dressing rooms, special effects department, editing, and 
all other support departments needed, in a I 00,000 square 
foot building complex. 

-----------ils I 



C.0Ni£~i D£~C.{2.l'P"fl0N: The physical context of the building is the Texas hill country, 
near Austin. The site was chosen for the large amount of 
available, vacant land. This was desirable because of privacy 
and the amount of land required by such a complex. The site 
also has convenient access to the interstate. The Austin area is 
know for its deep cultural and artistic diversity. 

A context has been established by the belief that architecture 
can have psychological impacts on its users. This facility will 
address this context by being designed specifically to get the 
film makers into a creative frame of mind. 

The facility will address a context set up by the film industry. 
This is a context of futuristic, sometimes utopian societies por
trayed in many science fiction movies, such as Blade Runner, 
Star Wars, and Dune. 

=====================================================================~l~ I 



In order to more fully address the psychological context an ar
chitectural context will be set up. The architectural style of the 
building will be more modern and high tech to more fully en
gage the minds of the users. 

With the coming together of all of the contexts, the facility 
should become a place in which film makers can come and 
fully realize their dreams. The atmosphere created will be one 
in which the users can enjoy their work and feel comfortable 
working the long hours associated with the production of a 
film. 
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T\-\£0\Z-Y 

As a result of much research, many psychologists agree that 
there exists a state of being known as "FLOW." This state of 
mind is defined as being a conscious state that allows work to 
be done with seemingly no effort at all. This phenomenon 
can be achieved by providing the right atmosphere for fiow to 
occur. 

There are many characteristics of a fiow experience. One is 
the transformation of time. During optimal experience, an
other term for fiow, time no longer seems to pass as it nor
mally does. This is where the phrase, "time flies when you are 
having fun," originates. During a fiow experience, the subject 
becomes unaware of the time that has passed since the expe
rience began. 

Another characteristic of fiow is the "autotellic experience." 
The term "autotellic" derives from two Greek 
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TH£0\Z-Y 

words, auto meaning self and telos meaning goal. "It refers to 
a self-contained activity, one that is done not with expectations 
of some future benefit, but simply because the doing itself is 
the reward." (Csikszentmihalyi 1990, 67) This means that the 
individual is doing the work for the work's sake, not because 
he or she will be rewarded for the result. So much of what 
we ordinarily do has no value in itself. Work is done only be
cause a reward is expected upon completion. As a result, 
there is no psychological fulfillment in the work itself. This re
sults in a sequence of boring experiences. "Flow lilts the 
course of life to a different level. Alienation gives way to in
volvement, enjoyment replaces boredom and psychic energy 
works to reinforce the sense of self instead of being lost in the 
seNice of external goals." (Csikszentmihalyi 1990, 69) 
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TH£0~Y 

The flow experience, like everything else, is not "good" in an 
absolute sense. It is good only in that it has the potential to 
make life more rich, intense and meaningful. It is good be
cause it increases the strength and complexity of the self. 

In the case of film makers, this production complex will create 
the setting necessary for flow. This will enhance the total ex
perience of film making and lead to more creative films. Un
derstand that the design of this complex alone can not guar
antee a flow experience for the film makers. It can only pro
vide the proper setting for such a state. It is up to the film mak
ers to utilize these opportunities to enhance their experiences. 



~ONT£M'PLATION : The flow experience may seem effortless, however, it requires 
highly disciplined mental activity. Any lapses in the train of 
thought can erase the experience instantly. This calls for the 
opportunity for the film makers to concentrate their mental 
strengths. They will be able to do this best in solitude. It will 
allow the film makers to relax and open their minds to the cre
ative flow. Being in isolation can allow the users to become so 
involved with what they are doing that they can seemingly be
come one with their work, leading to a more pleasurable 
working experience. 

I. To focus the minds of the film makers. 

2. To create an atmosphere for deep concentration. 

3. To engage the mind through architectural expression. 
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C.ONT£M'PLATION: GOAL: 
To focus the minds of the film makers. 

direct access to 
contemplation 
spaces 

DESIGN RESPONSES: 

small 
framed 
views 

preparatory 
spaces 
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C-ONT£M'PLATION: GOAL: 
To create an atmosphere for deep concentration. 

no sound 
disruptions 

DESIGN RESPONSES: 

dimmly 
lit 
space 
(indirect & 
task lighting) 

keep outside 
views to a 
minimum 



C.ONT£M'PLATION: GOAL: 

. . . . . 

. . . . 

architectural 
detail 

To engage the mind through architectural expression. 

DESIGN RESPONSES: 

architectural 
illusion 

•• •• 
figure/ 
ground 



'&OC.IALIZATION: Although the flow experience requires deep concentration 
w ith no distractions, too much isolation can cause depression 
and loneliness. In order to have an optimal flow experience, 
one must have the chance to socially interact with others. So
cialization leads to the exchange of ideas and the sense of be
longing: two required aspects of a flow experience. 

G.OAL'&: I. Social spaces should be well lit and open. 

2. Interaction must be promoted through spatial organization. 

3. There should be a diversity of social spaces. 

==========================================================ll ·s I 
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'50t:IALIZATION: GOAL: 

r"""""' ""1 
~ I ii l ~ 

large views 
to the outside 

Social spaces should be well lit and open. 

DESIGN RESPONSES: 

natural 
light maximized 

A-'t::J--

no 
visual 
obstructions 
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~OC.IALIZAllON: GOAL 

11 II 111 

uni-level complex 

Interaction must be promoted through spatial organization. 

DESIGN RESPONSES: 

associated 
department 
adjacencies 
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'50C.IALIZATION: GOAL 
There should be a diversity of social spaces. 

DESIGN RESPONSES: 

small rouneet 
large central gathetlrtg spaces 
e~terlor gathering s;uttes 

small lounges 
large central gathering spaces 
exterior gathering spaces 

departmenu11 
gatherlrffi sp•ces 
for the sharing 
of Ideas 

departmental 
gathering spaces 
for the sharing 
of ideas 



T'~Yt:HOLOG.lt:AL 

~TIMULATION: 

G.OAL~: 

"Some of the most exhilarating experiences we undergo are 
generated inside the mind, triggered by information that chal
lenges our ability to think ... " (Csikszentmihalyi l 990, I l 7) All 
flow activities provide a creative feeling of transporting the per
son into a new reality. In order for this to occur, the mind 
must remain engaged. Without any mental stimulation, the 
mind will become bored and anxiety w ill ensue, neither of 
which are positive experiences. 

J. The architecture should focus the mind. 

2. Create a new reality for the users. 

3. The facility should stimulate multiple senses. 



l''bY l-HOL06.ll-AL 
'bTIMULATION: 

• 

distant focal points 
"concentration points" 

GOAL: 
The architecture should focus the mind. 

DESIGN RESPONSES: 

preparatory 
spaces 

architectural 
details 
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f''bYC.HOL06.IC.AL 
'bTIMULATION: 

use of new technology 
to create a futuristic 
setting 

GOAL: 
Create a new reality for the users. 

DESIGN RESPONSES: 

use of exaggeration 
changing scale 

bil"'"""''I 

architectural 
illusion 
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f'~YC..HOL06.IC..AL 

~TIMULATION: 

c 
varying surface 
texture & form 

GOAL 
The facility should stimulate multiple senses. 

DESIGN RESPONSES: 

addition of 
water elements 
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Tbe Poefi"'s of Spa"'e 
b~: 6taston ~ac.he\ard 

1. The surest sign of wonder is exaggeration. And since the 
inhabitant of a shell can amaze us, the imagination will soon 
make amazing creatures, more amazing than reality, issue 
from the shell. p. 107 

2. When we accept slight amazement we prepare ourselves 
to imagine great amazement and in a world of the imagina
tion, it becomes normal for an elephant, which is an enor
mous animal, to come out of a snail shell. p. 1 08 

3. In these angles and corners, the dreamer would appear to 
enjoy the repose that divides being and now being. He is the 
being of unreality. Only an event can cast him out. p. 145 

==============================================================~l~ I 



i\-\£0tz-£TIC.AL C.A'5£ '5iUDY 
- - . 

4. Everything will be clear, for instance, if in order to enter into 
the domain where we imagine, we are forced to cross a 
threshold of absurdity, ... p. l 49 

5. Thus a miniscule, a narrow gate, opens up an entire world. 
The details of a thing can be the sign of a new world which, 
like all worlds, contains the attributes of greatness. p. l 55 

6. Upper light, being the principle of centrality, is a very impor
tant value in the hierarchy of images... p. l 7 l 

7. Distance too, creates miniatures at all points on the horizon, 
and the dreamer, faced with these spectacles of distant nature, 
picks out these miniatures as so many nests of solitude in 
which he dreams of living. p. l 72 

======================================================~l~ I 



Tbe Poelies of Spaee ANALYSIS: 

1. The use of exaggeration in the design will capture the 
imaginations of the users, and possibly lead to a flow experi
ence. 

2. Through creative flow experiences, film makers may be able 
to create films that are more imaginative than they would be 
under normal working conditions. 

3. Through the use of contemplation spaces, film makers can 
become a creative whole with their work. Interruptions of any 
kind must be avoided, for they will eliminate the flow. 

4. The environment must be stimulating in order for the users 
to fully access their creative talents. 
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-nie Poefi~s of 5pa~e ANALYSIS: 

5. The flow experience is not an easy process, but once it is at
tained, great things are possible. 

6. Light can become the center of a world around which 
people gravitate and socialize. Socialization space shall be 
highly lighted from above. 

7. The facility being located on the distant horizon can cap
ture the imaginations of passers by and allow them to dream 
about what it would be like to be there. 

====================================================~l~ I 



TH£0~Y 

A~HIT£C.TUAAL 

1'tz.£C.£D£NT'& 

CHAPEL-ON-THE-WATER 
Architect Tadeo Ando 

Tadeo Ando uses tectonic features in this building to stimulate 
the users. 

He employs concrete in such a way as to stress the homogen
ity of its surface, not its weight. To Ando, this is the most suit
able material "for realizing surfaces created by rays of sun
light...where walls become abstract, are negated and ap
proach the ultimate limit of space. Their actuality is lost, and 
only the space they enclose gives a sense of really exist-
ing." (Frampton l 992, 324) 

Ando uses the sliding wall to stimulate a sense of movement 
for the users. 

He uses darkness in his design to stimulate inner 
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1l\£0Il-Y 

reflection in the users. This is the aim of what Ando calls 
"closed modern architecture." 

"Light changes expressions with time. I believe that the archi
tectural materials do not end with wood and concrete that 
have tangible forms but go beyond to include light and wind 
which appeal to our senses ... Detail exists as the most important 
element in expressing identity ... Thus to me, the detail is an ele
ment which achieves the physical composition of architecture, 
but at the same time, it is a generator of an image of architec
ture."(Frampton 1992, 325) 

===============================================================ilu l 
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fAL-lLl\Y 

Ml'5'510N '5TAT£M£NT: The aim of this project is to create a motion picture pro
duction complex that can be a tool for Texas film makers 
to apply their creative talents optimally. The facility will 
create a setting in which the users will be able to easily 
get into the state of mind necessary to fully realize their 
ideas and dreams. This will be possible through the de
sign of spaces that are functional and will allow for posi
tive flow experiences, which will in turn make the work 
experience a fulfilling one. 
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FAC-tLtTY l'5'5U£'5 
~ . ~ - .' 

'5'PATIAL 
O~ANIZATION: 

The production complex should be at the very least functional. 
There are many different activities required to produce a mo
tion picture. All of which must be fully accommodated at this 
facility. The design of the facility should make it as convenient 
as possible for the film makers to do their jobs. 

l . The SP,aces in the facility shall be laid out to best accommo
date the film making process. 

2. The design must lend itself to change. 

3. The building must be designed with socialization, isolation, 
and psychological stimulation in mind. 
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FN:lLl\Y l'5'5U£'5 

'5'PATIAL 
O~ANIZATION: 

separation of 
building uses 

GOAL 
The spaces in the facility shall be laid out to best accommo
date the film making process. 

DESIGN RESPONSES: 

~orr ~ 
r... 

~ Af2::T 

departmental 
links 
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FAC-lLlTY l4545U£45 motion itture roduttion tom \e~ austin ~ 

'5'PATIAL GOAL: 
O~ANIZATION: The design must lend itself to change. 

movable 
partitions 

DESIGN RESPONSES: 

multi-purpose 
spaces 
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f AC-ILITY 1'5'5.U£'5 

'5VATIAL 
0\ll.ANIZATION: 

centralized 
social spaces 

GOAL: 
The building must be designed with socialization, isolation, 
and psychological stimulation in mind. 

DESIGN RESPONSES: 

isolation 
at perimeter 

unilevel complex 
for best interaction 
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FN:lLllY l'5'5U£'5 

The profitability of motion pictures has grown tremendously 
over the years, and film makers have recently put great em
phasis on securing film making secrets. Thus, security will be a 
priority in the design of the production complex. 

6.0AL'5: I:. Appropriate checkpoints will be placed throughout the fa
c1l1ty. 

2. There shall be clear separation of public and private areas. 



FN:lLlTY l'5'5U£'5 

~£l:Utl-ITY: GOAL 
Appropriate checkpoints will be placed throughout the facility. 

DESIGN RESPONSES: 

0 0 0 0 

• 
i T 

entry security main security departmental security 

===============================================================ll 3~ I 
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FAC.lLllY l'5'5U£'5 

'5£C-U~lTY: 

visual 
boundaries 

GOAL: 
There shall be clear separation of public and private 
areas. 

DESIGN RESPONSES: 

1 u11mm1J 

I 
disrupted 
path 

lighting 
changes 
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I f Al-ILllY 1'5'5U£'5 

C.l \l.l-ULA Tl ON: 

6.0AL'5: 

Circulation should provide a psychologically stimulating experi
ence for the film makers while still being functional. 

J. Circulation should provide visual stimulation. 

2. Circulation should promote departmental interaction. 

3. Circulation shall allow interaction w ith nature. 
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f N:ILITY 1'5'5U£'5 
. . 

t:l\l.l-ULATION: 

sequential 
experience 

GOAL 
Circulation should provide visual stimulation. 

DESIGN RESPONSES: 

focal points shifted grid 
fragmentation 
of circulation form 
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f AC-lLlTY l'5'5U£'5 
·- .. 

C-112£-ULATION: GOAL 
Circulation should promote departmental interaction. 

connection 
of departments 

DESIGN RESPONSES: 

D 
D 
T 1 

D 

.... 
D 

views into 
departments 

circulation 
through social 
nodes 
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FN:ILITY l'5'5U£'5 

C.112-l.ULATION: GOAL 

exterior covered 
walks 

Circulation shall allow interaction with nature. 

DESIGN RESPONSES: 

maximum 
views 

paths into 
nature 
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f N:lLl\Y l'5'5U£'5 

All£.HIT£C.TUAAL 
£)(1'\l.£ '5'51 ON: 

IL., '"""" .4JJ nn.,.,.......,..,., .I 

6.0AL'5: 

In order for flow to occur, the mind must remain stimulated. 
The structural expression of the facility has an excellent oppor
tunity to do just that. Through the design and structure of the 
spaces, the users will remain psychologically stimulated, lead
ing to a more pleasurable work experience. 

I. The spaces shall be dynamic to visually stimulate the users. 

2. Structure will be high tech in nature. 

3. Contemplation spaces shall be designed to promote psy
chological focus. 
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f Al.lLlTY l'5'5U£'5 
. .. 

A{Z.l:.HIT£C.TU\2AL GOAL: 
£)(.'Ptl-£'5'5ION: The spaces shall be dynamic to visually stimulate the users. 

DESIGN RESPONSES: 

> / 

L 

fragmentation rotation exaggeration 
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f AL-lLllY l'5'5U£'5 

Atz.C.H IT£C. TUIZAL 
£)('P~£'5'510N: 

connections 

GOAL: 
Structure will be high tech in nature. 

DESIGN RESPONSES: 

•• 14 . • • .. · ... , c:otJG~ 
. •: . ·" .. 

. . . 

details materials 
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f AC.ILllY 1'5'5U£'5 

A~HIT£C.TUAAL 

£)(1'~£ '5'51 ON: 

dim, 
cave-like 
spaces 

motion ic.ture roduc.tion c.om \e1' austin t1' 

GOAL: 
Contemplation spaces shall be designed to promote psycho
logical focus. 

DESIGN RESPONSES: 

I 
small 
framed 
views w/ 
focal points 



f AGlLltY LA'5£ '51UDl£'5 

LUC-A'5Atz.T'5 
from: C.ontratt Design 

lndlana Jones-Che new hero 
fram th1 crutDl'8 af JAWS 1nd STAR WARS. 

The LucasArts facility in San Rafael, CA was designed by RMW 
Architects + Design. It is a 54,000 square foot video game pro
duction facility, owned by George Lucas. Also known for pro
ducing such movies as Star Wars and Raiders of the Lost .llrk 
This facility is responsible for producing some of the most 
imaginative and realistic video games on the market today. 

'The success of the company depends on the quality of the 
work. For this reason, Three things were needed: dim lights, 
privacy, and autonomy." pg.50 

" ... animators need both space where they can work alone and 
space where they can share ideas, while computer program
mers need privacy and quiet, and producers need to see what 
everybody else is up to." pg.50 

==============================================================~1 4~ 1 



f N:lLllV LA~£ ~IUDl£~ 

'To make the games interesting meant making the game de
velopers' space interesting." pg.50 

The interior of the building is designed to look more like an 
artist's loft, with exposed structure and materials. 

The space was also designed to be quite dark inside. That is 
the way that the workers preferred to work. There was much 
use of indirect light in the work areas. 
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'PALM ~£Al-H 
Ol:£AN '5TUDl0'5 

Palm Beach Ocean Studios is a television and movie produc
tion facility located in Palm Beach, FL. 

Spatial Organization: 
The facility is well laid out with respect to the needs of produc
ing a motion picture. The adjacencies provided in the design 
of this facility are conducive to the film making process. For ex
ample, there is a sequence that is established for preparing to 
shoot. This sequence is addressed in the arrangement of 
preparation spaces. The dressing rooms lead to hair and make 
up, which leads to the green room, which then leads to the 
sound stage. 

===~~:-:·:'°"O:flk:. .. J Psychological Aspects: 
These aspects of the facility seem to be lacking. The building 
seems very unengaging and plain. 
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f AC.lLlTY G_A?,£ 7:JTUDl£7> 
. . 

'PlNNAC.L£ '5TUDl0'5 Pinnacle Studios is a television and motion picture production 
facility located near Pittsburgh, PA. 

This facility is more similar to my own in the setting of the 
building. It is isolated in country near a large city, with conve
nient acces to an interstate. The scope of this facility is about 
the same as this thesis project. It includes two sound stages, 
production departments, and administrative offices on about 
30 acres of land. 

The design of this facility is considerably more psychologically 
engaging than the previous case study. The architectural style 
of the building is more modern and visually stimulating. The 
site, being in the country lends itself to better views and more 
privacy. 
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l'\2.0DUC:TlON 
D£l'AIZ-TM£NT 

£L£C.Ttz.lC.AL 
D£l'Atz.TM£NT 

Production manager 
First assistant director 
Second and third assistants 
Script clerk or continuity clerk 
Editor 
Assistant editor 
Sound editor 

Director of photography 
Camera operator 
Camera assistant 
Clapper boy 
Grips 
Maintenance 

Gaffer 
Electrical crew 
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D£'PA\Z-IM£~1'5 

'50UND D£'PAIZ-TM£NT Sound mixer 

Atz.T D£'PAIZ-TM£NT 

Assistant sound mixer 
Boom swinger 
Maintenance 
Dubbing engineer 
Dubbing assistant 

Art director 
Draltsmen 
Construction manager 
Scene painter 
Stand-by painter 
Plasterer 
Set dresser 
Property master 
Special effects 

. .-. 
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fAC.lLltY 

'5Tf:P'5 INVOLV£D IN 
Tt\£ 'Ptz.ODUC.TION 

'Ptz.OC.£ '5'5: 
ADAM~, pp. 10-u 

A writer or writers prepare a script from a story or ideas. 

The production manager breaks down the script prepares a 
budget and production schedule and keeps track of the pro
duction process. 

The director stages the action along the lines of the script. Thi 
cinematographer photographs the action, and the sound di
rector records the dialogue. 

The cinematographer sends the exposed negative film from 
the camera to the laboratory for developing and printing. 

The sound director sends the dialogue sound tape to the 
sound studio for transfer to magnetic film. 
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fN:lLl'TY 

'bi£'P'b INVOLV£D IN 
it\£ 'PIZ-ODUt:TION 

'Ptz..OC-£ 'b'b: 

The laboratory develops the negative and makes a workprint 
from it. This workprint is sent to the film 
editor. 

.... 
The laboratory puts the negative in a vault until it is needed. 

The sound studio sends the magnetic sound track now on 
sprocketed film to the film editor. 

The editor edits the picture and the principal sound track. 

The editor conducts an interlock screening of the workprint for 
the director, the producer, and the sponsor. 

• 
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FN:lLllY 

~T£'P~ INVOLV£D IN 
Tt\£ 'Ptz.ODUC.TION 

'Ptz.OC.£ ~~= 

The sound effects editor selects and records sound effects to fit 
the edited workprint. The composer composes and records 
the musical score. 

Music and sound effects w riters cut the music and sound ef
fects to match the edited workprint and dialogue track. The 
editor then makes final adjustments. 

The editor sends the edited workprint and all the edited sound 
tracks to the mixing studio. 

Under the producer's supeNision, the mixer and his assistants 
mix all tracks into one magnetic track matching the picture. 

The mixing studio sends the mixed magnetic track to the labo
ratory to be made into an optical negative track. 



fAC-ILITY 

'5T£'P'5 INVOLV£D IN 
Tt\£ 'P~DUC.TION 

'P~C.£'5'5: 

The workprint goes to the negative cutter. 

The vault sends the camera negative to the negative cutter. 

The optical department sends the negative of titles and optical 
effects to the negative cutting room. 

The negative cutter cuts the negative and conforms it to the 
workprint. 

The conformed negative and the optical negative sound track 
are sent to the laboratory t be used in making the first trial 
composite print. 

The laboratory screens the print for approval. 

Release prints are distributed to theatres. 

============================================================~l~ I 



'fiPATlAL ANALY'5l'5 

£NT~Y '5TATION USERS: 2 Security guards 

SQUARE FOOTAGE: l 00 sf 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS: 
The entry station will be used to regulate the people that enter 
and leave the complex. Unauthorized people will be turned 
away. 

SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS: 
The station will require a single person toilet computer station, 
security monitors and desk space. 

ADJACENCIES: 
Parking for 2 vehicles 

=========================================================~1~~ 1 



MAIN '5£C-U~ITY 
OFFIC-£ 

USERS: 3 security guards 

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 800 sf 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS: The main security office shall be the 
central security dispatch area. Fire prevention, first aid, and 
round-the-clock seNice w ill all be controlled from this office. 

SPATIAL ANALYSIS: It shall contain radio contact with all se
curity booths in the entire complex. It will also contain video 
monitors covering the entire complex. 

ADJACENCIES: ambulance, security vehicle access 

===================================================~'~ ' 



'5PATlAL ANALY'5l'5 

LOe>e>Y USERS: I Receptionist, up to 20 visitors 

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 750 sf 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS: 
The lobby is designed to accommodate persons waiting to en
ter private areas of the complex. The receptionist desk in the 
lobby w ill handle incoming calls, deliveries and insure that 
only authorized people enter the rest of the complex. 

SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS: 
The lobby will require a receptionist desk, comfortable seating 
for visitors, coffee and end tables. 

ADJACENCIES: 
production offices, toilets, production bullpen 

=================================================================~l~ I 



'5'PA\lAL ANALY'5l'5 

l'tz.ODUC.TION OFFIC.£45 USERS: Producer, director, assistant producer, assistant direc
tor, department heads, assistants, supeNisors; each accommo
dates up to 4 people 

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 8 @ 200 sf, 12 @ 150 sf 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS: 
The offices will be used to conduct business, make phone calls, 
computer work, and have small meetings. 

SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS: 
The offices need to have executive desks, credenzas, sofas, 
computer desks, and a couple of chairs each for visitors. 

ADJACENCIES: 
lobby, conference room 



~iPATtAL ANALY'5t'5 
' .. ~• ~ ' I • ' ' " ' 

C.ONF£~£NC.£ ~OM USERS: Producers, directors, crew members, other business 
related persons; up to 20 people at a time 

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 400 sf 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS: 
The conference room will be used for large meetings such as 
storyboard reviews, script readings, screenings or any other 
business. 

SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS: 
The conference room will need a large conference table ac
commodating at least 20 people. It will also require pin-up 
space, an audio/visual system and screen. 

ADJACENCIES: 
production offices 

=============================================================ti ~0 I 



~VATIAL ANALY~l~ 
' ' .~ ' ., . . ' 

'Ptz.ODUC.TlON 
~ULL'P£N 

USERS: Assistants, public relations, other business related posi
tions; accommodates 

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 850 sf 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS: 
The production bullpen is used to conduct business related to 
the production of a motion picture, such as ordering materials, 
setting up on location shoots, public relations, etc. 

SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS: 
The bullpen will require 5 individual office desks, conference 
table for up to 6 people, fax machines, copy machines, tele
phones. 

ADJACENCIES: 
production offices, lobby 

=========================================================~I ~· I 



'5PATIAL ANALY'51'5 

Dtz.£~451N6. tz.OOM~ USERS: Actors/Actresses; I person each, 3 max. 

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 4 "star"@ 200 sf, 18@ I 00 sf 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS: 
The dressing rooms will be used by the actors/actresses while 
filming is taking place to relax, prepare to shoot shower, etc. 

SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS: 
There will be four "star" dressing rooms with private bath
rooms and will be larger than the standard dressing rooms. 
The standard dressing rooms will have sinks, large mirrors and 
love seats. 

ADJACENCIES: 
green room, sound stage, hair and make up 

====================================================~l~ I 



'f>PAtlAL ANALY'f>l'f> 

USERS: Actors/ Actresses, make up artists, hair dressers; hair
up to I 0 people, make up- up to I 0 people 

SQUARE FOOTAGE: hair- 400 sf, make up- 350 sf 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS: 
The hair & make up room will be used to prepare the actors/ 
actresses for shooting. This is where their hair will be done 
and make up applied, as well as special effects prosthetics. 

SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS: 
These rooms will require hair washing sinks, hydraulic chairs, 
vanity mirrors, comfortable seating and storage. 

ADJACENCIES: 
dressing rooms, green room, sound stage, wardrobe 

=================================================================~l~ I 



6rtl-££N tz.OOM USERS: Actors/ Actresses; acommodates up to I 0 people 

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 3 @ 400 sf 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS: 
The green room is used as an annex off of the sound stage. 
The actors and actresses will come here during breaks in 
shooting or wait until shooting begins. 

SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS: 
The green room will require a refrigerator, microwave, televi
sion, couches ... 

ADJACENCIES: 
dressing rooms, hair & make up, sound stage 

=================================================================~1~4 1 



'f,'PAltAL ANALY'f,t'f, 
- . 

'f>OUND '5TA6.£'5 USERS: Production crew, actors/actresses, producers, directors, 
etc. 

SQUARE FOOTAGE: A. 20,000 sf B. J 8,000 sf 
C. l 0,000 sf 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS: 
The sound stage is used to shoot indoors using props to create 
a setting that may be too difficult or expensive to shoot on loca
tion. 

SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS: 
The sound stage will require a very high ceiling and large open 
floor space to accommodate large sets. It should be equipped 
with large overhead doors to move equipment and props in 
and out easily. 

ADJACENCIES: 
green room, dressing rooms, hair & make up 

=============================================================================11 ~ I 



'5'Pl\\ll\L l\Nl\LY'5l'5 
. . •'' ., . . . ~ ~~ . . . . . . 

WAIZ-D\2.0~£ USERS: Actors/Actresses, assistants, tailors; up to 40 people 

SQUARE FOOTAGE: A. 1000 sf B. 800 sf 
C. 500 sf 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS: 
Wardrobe is a room used for the construction, alteration, laun
dering, and storage of all costumes to be used in the produc
tions. 

SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS: 
The wardrobe room will need plenty of hanging space for the 
large quantity of clothing required for a movie. It will need cut
ting tables, sewing machines, mirrors, sinks, and storage for 
fabric. Washers and dryers will also be needed as well as 
plenty of hanging space. 

ADJACENCIES: 
sound stage, hair & make up, dressing rooms 

================================================================~1~~ 1 



£DITIN6. USERS: Picture, looping, special effects, sound editors; up to 
50 people 

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 2500 sf 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS: 
The editing department is used to edit raw film for production. 

SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS: 
The editing department must be a dust free environment. 
There will be a film library located here, and offices for the edi
tors. 

ADJACENCIES: 
film storage, art department 

===============================================================II ~ 1 I 



'f>Pl\ill\L l\Nl\LY'51'5 

'50UND USERS: Sound crew, sound editor, crew; up to 20 people 

SQUARE FOOTAGE: 500 sf 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS: 
The sound effects department is used to create sound for the 
motion picture that was not possible to produce on set. 

SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS: 
This studio will require a large viewing screen, a Foley stage 
for the sound crew to work on, an audio/projection booth, 
and audio recording equipment. This room must be sound 
proof also. 

ADJACENCIES: 
editing department 

=================================================================~l~s l 



'5'PATlAL ANALY'5l'5 
~ ~ ' • •' • • r 

~1'£!-IAL £ff£l-T~ USERS: Special effects crew; up to 40 people 

SQUARE FOOTAGE: I 500 sf 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS: 
The special effects department creates mechanical, explosive, 
prosthetic, and computer effects for the production of a movie. 

SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS: 
The special effects department will require a computer lab for 
digital effects, a fully equipped construction workshop for 
building and doing set art. The computer lab will be 
equipped with individual computer stations. The workshop 
will have a large open floor space for constructing large props. 

ADJACENCIES: 
art department 

=================================================================11 ~1 I 



'5Vl\Tll\L l\Nl\LY'5l'5 

A~T D£1'A~TM£NT USERS: Construction crew, artists, designers; up to 50 people 

SQUARE FOOTAGE: J 7,000 sf 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS: The art department is used to construct 
sets, costumes, and other design related features of a film. 

SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS: This department includes a re
search library, set construction area, costume consruction area, 
paint shop, and design studio. It will also include construction 
material storage. 

ADJACENCIES: 
special effects, editing 

=============================================================~l1o l 



'5PAllAL ANALY'51'5 · 
• ~ • ~ ' ' '\.. • ' I ' ' 

£L£C.T~IC.AL USERS: Electricians, lighting; up to 30 people 

D£1'A~TM£NT SQUARE FOOTAGE: 850 sf 

ACTIVITY ANALYSIS: The electrical department is where all 
electrical effects are produced. It is also used for storage of 
lighting equipment. 

SPATIAL REQUIREMENTS: Storage for lighting and electrical 
equipment will be needed. Working areas should have work 
tables and access to all of the tools needed. 

ADJACENCIES: 
art department 

=======================================================================11,, I 
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~'PATIAL ~UMMA\Z-Y 

ENTRY STATION 
MAIN SECURITY OFFICE 
LOBBY 
PRODUCTION OFFICES 
CONFERENCE ROOM 
PRODUCTION BULLPEN 
DRESSING ROOMS 
HAIR & MAKE UP 
GREEN ROOMS 
SOUND STAGES 
WARDROBE 
EDITING 
SOUND 
SPECIAL EFFECTS 
ART DEPARTMENT 
ELECTRICAL DEPARTMENT 
TOTAL 
NET 
GROSS 

JOO sf 
800 sf 
750 sf 
3400 sf 
400 sf 
850 sf 
2600 sf 
750 sf 
1200 sf 
48,000 sf 
2300 sf 
2500 sf 
500 sf 
1500 sf 
17,000 sf 
850 sf 
83,500 sf 
I 00,200 sf 
I 08,550 sf 

==============================================================~114 1 
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l.ONT£)(T 

OV£tz.V1£W: The site for this motion picture production complex is 14 miles 
south of Austin, Texas along interstate 35. It is located about 4 
1 /2 miles west of the interstate on top of a small hill on the 
horizon. The site lends itself to a 360 degree view of the sur
rounding hill country. It can also be seen from the interstate 
being raised on top of a hill. The facility will reflect the state of 
the art in building and movie making. It will also reflect the 
growing acceptance of the psychological impacts of architec
ture. 
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t:ON\f,)(:f 
. . 

451T£ The site is located 14 miles south of Austin along interstate 35. 
It is situated on Carpenter Hill about 4 1/2 miles west of the in
terstate. It is located 3 l/2 miles west of Interstate 35. 

Garlic Creek runs to the east of the site. 

Carpenter hill has a vertical elevation of 830 feet above sea 
level. 

The area has a mean yearly temperature of 68.6 
degrees farenheit. 

The mean precipitation is 3 l .8'' per year. 

Prevailing winds average 9. 1 mph to the north west. 
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t:ONT£)(TUAL 1'5'5U£'5 

1''&YC.HOL06.Y: This facility will address the belief that architecture has a psy
chological effect on those that experience it. It will create an 
environment in which the users can best utilize their creative 
talents. 

o ooo 
oo 0 

0 0 

0 

socialization contemplation/ 
isolation 

psychological 
stimulation 
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C-ONT£)(TUAL l'5'5U£'5 

FILM MAt'IN6.: 

high tech construction 
and materials 

This complex will take design cues from futuristic utopias por
trayed in many motion pictures. This will help transport the 
users to a new reality. 

motion pictures: 
Blade Runner 
Star Wars 
Dune 

=======================================================================ti SI I , 



A~HIT£C.TUAAL 

~TYL£: 

C.ONC.£1'T~: 

rotated grid 

This motion picture facility will be designed using the 
modernist style. This style will be more conducive to the psy
chological stimulation of the users. 

fragmented 
form 

figure/ ground 
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VIOU\T£D 'P£12-F£t:TION 
~V: AA12-0N ~£T'51'V 

Project of the modern: The exploration of the possibilities cre
ated by technology that give a building structure to its trans
formational potential. Since technology, if defined as a means 
to an end, is predicated on the transformation of the world by 
the conscious activities of man, this project is certainly an an
cient one. Man now acts upon nature with a new and com
plete world. pg.15 

The project of the modern is the imaginative organization of 
the processes of modernization... Architecture is central to this 
process as a physical fact, an organizing force, and a 
metaphor. pg.15 

Modernity or modernism is not a "look" or historical period, 
but a definition of a consciousness of processes of moderniza
tion, of continual change and perfection in how things are 
made, how society operates. pg.12 
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LON\£,)(\ LA.'5£ '51UDl£'5 

VIOLAT£D 'P£~f£l-TION ANALYSIS: 
The modern movement in architecture is a reaction to ever-
changing society. It is a physical manifestation of the modern 
processes used by society to achieve modernity. As Man's de
pendence on technology grows, the links to nature become 
less apparent. This is evident in much high tech, modern ar
chitecture. This may not be good in an absolute sense. This 
facility shall be in the modern style, however, there will be 
some links to nature. 

The architectural expression of the facility will have the poten
tial to stimulate the minds of the users, but that will not be 
enough. Nature will have to be somehow incorporated for a 
full range of positive impacts. 



C,/Tf 65 OF AfZ.TIF/C,/AL 
6J(C,AVATION 

6Y: :f£AN Ffl.ANC.015 
6£0AfZ.O 

Cities of ,Airtiticial Excavation is about invention in architecture. 

It follows the work of Peter Eisenman and analyzes how he 
generates architecture through his understanding of current 
literary, philosophical, and scientific theory. 

This book translates the investigation of the isolated, abstract, 
three-dimensional object to the vast plane of physical and his
torical topographies of specific sites. 

Eisenman's drawings were investigations in the realm of the
ory that could be used to describe a complex surface so that a 
mason could build it. 
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~C..H£MATtC.. D£~t6.N 

t:.ontemp\ation pod protot~pe I I 



'SC.Ht.MATlC. Dt.'SlltN 

sGhematiGs inspired b1 G.aston 
f>aGhe\ard' s writings in 
Poetics of Spa~e. 

seGtion at front Gorridor I 
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'5YNTH£'51'5 

C.ONC.£'PTUAL ~A'51'5: FLOW 
Contemplation. By allowing the users of the facility opportu
nities to be in solitude, they can focus their creative talents and 
produce more imaginative films. 
Socialization. By allowing the users of the facility chances to 
interact and share ideas, they can perform to the best of their 
creative abilities. 
Psychological Stimulation. By constantly occupying the 
minds of the users with sensual stimuli, they may be able to at
tain a creative mind flow essential to making highly technical 
and imaginative motion pictures. 

==============================================================~1 1~ 1 



'5YNTH£'5l'5 . - . 

C.0NC.£'PTUN- t;A'f>l'f>: POETICS OF SPACE 
Angles and Corners_ These angles and corners provide the 
means of solitude for the users of the facility. They provide a 
place for the imagination to run rampant. 
Upper Light. This light is the principle of centrality, the cata
lyst for socialization, the organizer for the exchange of ideas. 
Exaggeration. The exaggeration of scale, technology, and 
form can create amazing images in the mind and make impos
sible things possible. 
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C-0NC-£l'TUAL ~A'51'5: DESIGN CONTROLS 
Geometry. The geometric stimulus was derived from the 
need for a form that allows expansive vistas from the complex. 
The most appropriate shape for allowing the most views is a 
circle. The circle is then circumscribed in a box. The two 
shapes were then broken down into basic geometries. 
Regulating Lines. The plan, sections, and elevations were de
rived from the basic geometries of the parti along with regulat
ing lines from the centers of circles, tangents, and intersections. 
All parts of the building relate in some way to another part of 
the building through the use of these regulating lines in con
junction with the driving geometry. 



'5YNTH£'5l'5 

l'5'5U£'5-tlZ.£~iPON'5£'5: CONTEMPLATION 
Pods. Contemplation pods are used as escapes for actors, di
rectors, and producers. These are places for them to go to fo
cus their minds, go over lines in private, make sketches, or 
meditate. 
Gardens. Contemplation gardens are located throughout 
the facility in order for the users to get outside and away from 
work disractions. There are five different gardens to experi
ence: rock, water, grass, wood, metal. Each is a different 
world that the user can escape to in order to internalize and 
get into a creative frame of mind. 
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'5YNTH£'51'5 

l'5'5U£ '5-t ~£'51'0N'5£ '5: SOCIALIZATION 
Social Nodes. Social spaces are provided throughout the fa
cility to promote interaction among the users. This socializa
tion enables the exchange of ideas to occur which is impor
tant to the process of FLOW. There are interdepartmental so
cial spaces to share thoughts and ideas between different te
chinical departments. 
Natural Lighting. Through the manipulation of form and 
scale, upper light is controlled as a catalyst for socialization. 
The social nodes are each constructed in a different manner as 
to harness the streams of light in different and interesting 
ways. The shadows cast on cuNing form, deep window sills, 
and grids of glass will seNe to draw social discussions and 
open the flow of thought. 



1'5'5U£'5+tz.£'51'0N'5£'5: PSYCHOLOGICAL STIMULATION 
Exaggeration. The scale of important spaces is exaggerated 
because of the notion that exaggeration creates wonder and 
promotes creative thought. 
Contruction. Construction techniques vary throughout the 
building in order to create different, but all futuristic, worlds for 
the user to experience. The variety of materials and construc
tion also eliminates the monotony that crews may experience 
in the typical movie production "barn." 
Views. Framed views are provided throughout the facility, to 
each garden and to the surrounding hill country. These views 
are provided for mental focus. 
Plays of Light. Light streams into the facility through narrow 
windows, grids of glass, and deep stone walls and washes 
across cuNed, slanted, and textural surfaces. 

=======================================================~l~ I 



l.OM'P£LLlN6, A'&'P£l.T'&: CONTEMPLATION 
Pods. Contemplation pods for the actors are equipped with a 
captain's chair, stereo console, retracting movie screen and 
video unit, and a framed view into a garden or out to the sur
rounding hill country. Pods for produces and directors are fur
nished with the same and a small workspace in addition. 
These pods are meant to reflect elements found in science fic
tion movies. 
Gardens. Each garden has a different theme. This provides 
choices for users. They can interact woth different elements of 
nature: rock, water, grass, wood, and metal. This diversity of 
elements creates different worlds for the user to interact with 
and focus in. 

===============================================================il~s l 



'5YN\H£'5l'5 

l.OM'P£LLIN6. A'5'P£l.T'5: SOCIALIZATION 
Social nodes. All social nodes are lit from above. The light 
being the beacon for socialization. There are nodes located 
between departments in order for the technical crew to share 
ideas and collaborate their talents. 

PSYCHOLOGICAL STIMULATIO N 
Futuristic Design. The facility was designed to have a futuris
tic feel. This was done to capture the imaginations of the 
users and transport them to another world in which to create 
even more fantastic worlds. In short, the facility itself is to be
come gateway to the imagination. 
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SECOND FLOOR PLAN 
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REAR ELEVATION I 



RIGHT ELEVATION I 

LEFT ELEVATION 
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CANOPY DETAIL 

BttL BALCONY DETAIL 
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tlANDOM IN4&16.HT4&: Architecture may affect people in very different ways. Be care
ful about choosing a large project for your thesis. If you have 
a job, you are going to have to quit. Contemplation, socializa
tion, and psychological stimulation are all necessary for a 
FLOW experience. Net to usable space ratio should have 
been lower in my project. People may get into a creative 
frame of mind in different ways. A futuristic setting may only 
appeal to a certain type of film maker. The futuristic seting 
was, howeer, a good gateway to the imaginations of the 
users. Nothing beats a good parti. The variety of "worlds" 
was a good concept. gardens could have been more devel
oped. Do not ask too many people to help with the project; 
you may not be able to repay the favors. After all, you are 
leaving soon. Do not forget to put people in your section 
drawings (they show scale). There are two kinds of professors: 
the ones there for the students and the ones there for them
selves. 
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entr~ station protot~pe l 
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